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Date and place of birth

BUNECI, Gheorghe
10, Lt. Av. Șerban Petrescu Street, District 1, Bucharest
07.22.22.50.10;
07.44.55.50.10;
07.66.66.55.11;
07.88.88.55.11.
bungeog@yahoo.com;
bungeob@gmail.com;
bungil@hotmail.com;
bungil@yahoo.co.uk
01 june 1968, Bucharest

Occupation

- lawyer,
- owner of the “Gheorghe Buneci“ law office within the Bucharest Bar Association,
- assistance and representation provider in commercial law, international private / consular
law, contractual policies (contraventional / penal for commercial deeds and acts having
traders as subjects of law), a professional activity for natural and juridical persons Romanian and foreign alike

Studies

- october 2012: doctoral studies in Political Sciences and International Relations at the
National School of Political Science and Public Administration in Bucharest, with the
following research thesis theme; ” The European Intelligence between Public Cooperation
and Secret Collaboration ” under the guidance of Professor Mihail E. Ionescu, PhD.
- october 2010 - february 2012: master’s degree in Counter-terrorism intelligence
management, at the Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy in Bucharest, with the
following research theme ”Feminine suicidal terrorism – a gender study from a criminological perspective –”, under the guidance of Professor Cristian Barna, PhD.
- october 1990 - june 1994: Juridical Sciences, The Faculty of Law at the Ecological University in Bucharest; liscence in criminology and forensics with the following theme: ”Theoretical and practical aspects in forensics concerning counterfeiting and forgery of valuable
titles with circulatory aptitutes and the infractional mutations triggered by the replacement of
paper support with digital support ” under the guidance of Professor Emilian Stancu, PhD.
- september 1985 - june 1988: second high school level - evening classes (11th - 13th
grades), at the Henri Coandă Technical Aeronautic College - the mechanics and aeronautical structures department.
- september 1984 - february 1986: The Professional School of Airplane Enterprise in
Bucharest, the department of processing by splintering (numerically controlled equipment)
- september 1982 - june 1984: first high school level - day classes (9th and 10th grades), at
“Dante Alighieri“ Theoretical High School, the fine mechanics department.

Professional activity

- october 2000 – entry in the Bucharest Bar.
- april 1997 - october 2000, juridical counselor for Ingerl GmbH, Austria (and other associated foreign corporations)
- november 1994 - march 1997, juridical counselor for S.C. Alpha Construct S.A. (& others)

